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Abstract. The paper presents an ongoing research project aimed to-
wards the development of an approach to modeling of information spread-
ing in complex organizations during providing service to customers and
performing domain-specific business processes (BP). The approach is
based on the idea of information spreading modeling and includes the
view of this process in three main levels (physical, informational, and
technical). The multi-layer view enables the integration and automation
of obtained models in order to resolve domain-specific tasks of BP under-
standing, optimization, and extension. Two domain-specific case studies
from healthcare and HR-management were considered within the ap-
proach proposing a way to resolve existing problems.

Keywords: Business process · Information processing · Information sys-
tem · Complex network.

1 Introduction

The idea of information processing as a paradigm for a description of complex
systems attracts the recent attention of scientific society in various applications
ranging from a description of complex physical systems as a source of informa-
tion to analyzing mutual information in complex social systems [13]. One of the
interesting areas with a specific multi-layer view to information processing is the
information process in a large organization that involves social, informational,
organizational, financial, and other types of resources interconnected within a
set of business processes (BP). The most interesting class of such systems is an
organization that provides a service to a customer. Taking a broad view of the
idea of service, it could cover healthcare, education, social service, legal regula-
tion, and many other systems that involve human agents on both sides (customer
and provider). One can consider many such systems on different levels, each of
which has its complexity and own ways of information processing interpretation.
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This may include a) information storing and processing in (often distributed)
information systems like corporate information systems or domain-specific in-
formation systems (like medical information systems, MIS) [5]; b) explicit and
implicit (performed without direct regulations and rules) BP implementation
in a complex domain-specific environment of an organization [11]; c) complex
network of agents and resources of different types and roles as a medium for
information and knowledge exchange [15]. Within our ongoing study, we are
aimed at the development of a holistic approach for modeling and optimization
of existing BPs in such multi-level complex systems by considering it through
the lens of information processing.

2 Related Works

The proposed approach has a certain level of multidisciplinarity, but two key
groups of related should be mentioned due to high maturity. This includes BP
modeling and information systems/processes management.

Modeling of business processes is a mature area with a well-grounded theo-
retical and technological background. One of the important tools here is process
mining [1] adopted to multiple areas and provided the foundation for model-
ing and simulation of BPs [16]. Nevertheless, the area has multiple open issues,
including management of complex multi-aspect process modeling [10], complex-
ity [4, 8], and interpretability [11] of BP models, various uncertainty [12, 8] and
performance [9] assessing and management, etc.

The complexity of information processing within an information system at-
tracts certain attention of researchers and practitioners in the area of business
and IT management. One of the directions developed in this area is business
- IT alignment, which hires various concepts to bring systematization into the
management procedures. The approaches include conceptual joining of business-
process management and IT management [14], co-evolutionary approaches [2],
complex adaptive systems [17], etc. Still, the investigations in this area are mainly
focused on planning and management from strategic, operational, social points
of view.

Although the mentioned areas are well-developed high complexity of consid-
ered processes, existing open issues, and multiple levels of consideration in BPs
within the presented problem bring certain limitations to the direct application
of existing solutions.

3 Basic Concepts

We are focused on a specific class of systems which mainly include organizations
(or department within an organization) providing a service to a customer (or
to other departments). One can identify the following characteristics of such a
system:

1. Social interaction within the business processes which include human actors
as a subject of BPs and as a target of them.
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Fig. 1: Information processing in a complex organizational structure.

2. Multi-level, multi-purpose interaction between the agents within the context
of BP implementation (including long-distance interaction).

3. High uncertainty of internal or external (within the environment) processes
that define or/and influence BPs.

4. Multiple levels of regulation usually include official rules, formal and informal
recommendations, common practices etc.

5. Individual strategies, experience, goals, and behavior models of the actors.
6. Diverse, limited, weekly structured data are reflecting the ongoing BP imple-

mentation, which commonly includes sparse observations, human-readable
artifacts (documents, instructions, messages, etc.) stored in various informa-
tion systems (including enterprise information systems, EIS).

As a result, such an information processing system obtains characteristics of
complex systems [3]. Within our study, we consider such a system as a multi-
layer structure with a focus on information processing (see Fig. 1). This structure
includes three main layers reflecting different points of view to the information
processing.

The physical layer of such a system describes agents within a system. Usu-
ally, on the highest level, one can consider the system as a network of agents (in
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terms of organization, this could include both employees and customers) and the
environment where the system resides. The network has a static structure usu-
ally defined by a predefined organizational hierarchy and available information
channels and dynamic structure characterized by atomic interaction between
agents during information exchange and functional co-operating.

The information layer more formally describes the basic objects describing
the structure of processes during the service providing inside the system. BP and
its particular implementations are based on BPM semantics, which is common
to describe processes inside the organization. On the other hand, a set of infor-
mation transactions may be considered as an atomic object proceeded within a
system during BP implementation.

The technical layer includes ways of aggregation, storing, and processing the
appearing artifacts (documents, data sets, etc.) within the existing information
systems ranging from general-purpose data storage to domain-specific informa-
tion systems. This layer forms a technological backbone to collect life evidence
of the system operating in a common way while providing a service.

In a particular system, different layers may be implemented in various ways.
Within our approach, we are aimed towards building a way to reconstruct and
estimate information processing in the physical layer through the unification of
data in the technical layer and reconstruction and controlling BPs and infor-
mation transactions in the information layer. Considering technologies for the
transition from two bottom layers enable a better understanding of a complex
system in the physical layer and optimization of its functional characteristics
through the explicit modification of available business-processes and the intro-
duction of new elements in EIS (e.g., in the form of decision support systems).
Interconnection of all three layers opens a way to automate BP optimization in a
continuous way adapting to the changing of the BPs, their effectiveness (due to
the environment changing), or goal criteria defined as a target for organization
improvement.

4 Case Studies

Currently, we consider several domains that may be mapped onto the proposed
idea, including healthcare, human resource management, education, legal regu-
lation, etc. Each of the areas has its own agent roles, structure, and nature of
BPs, architecture, and functional characteristics of information systems, sources
of uncertainty and process variation, behavioral models, and strategies of agents.
Within the following sub-sections, we provide a preliminary analysis of several
cases form existing projects in the domains of healthcare and HR management.

4.1 Distributed Medical Information System

Remote monitoring of chronic patients is an important task aimed to reveal the
peculiarities of chronic disease development (which is usually slowly developed
and weakly observed process) and treatment effectiveness. We participate in a
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project performed by PMT Online for developing of a country-scale home mon-
itoring system for chronic disease patients [6]. One of the experimental setup
developed within the project was home monitoring of arterial hypertension pa-
tients, which perform self-measurements of blood pressure, and the data was
transferred to the system via GSM network. The setting was deployed in 83 hos-
pitals in 19 regions of Russia. During January 2019, it collected measurements for
about 7k AH patients treated by 433 physicians (with an average of 16 patients
per physician) with about 9 core controlling operators. The agents form a net-
work shown in Fig. 2a, which can be considered as information transfer channels.
The system (see the architecture illustrated in Fig. 2b) filter the measurement
events according to the rule-based procedure into several categories depending
on the urgency of physician intervention (initial, with three levels: green, yellow,
and red). One of the important questions was how we could tune the filtering
rules to reduce the load of the system agents involved in the event processing
(operators, experts, physicians) as even in the basic experimental setting, the
system generates about 70k events per month? A key requirement here is keeping
false-negative triggering as low as possible and optimize false-positive triggering
at the same time. A way for tuning the procedure is updating the triggering
rules (see Trigger #1 and Trigger #2 in Fig. 2b), which controls information
transfer from agent to agent.

(a) AH monitoring network (b) Information loop

Fig. 2: Information processing in a complex organizational structure.

From the point of view of the proposed approach, the physical layer in-
cludes a network of patients, physicians, experts, and operators interconnected
with different information channels, including MIS-based data transfer, phone
calls, messaging, etc. The BP for data processing is quite straight-forward (see
Fig. 2b) but is subject to control and optimization. The technical layer includes
distributed MIS integrated local MISes in hospitals. Having in mind the idea of
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information transfer, we are developing the simulation version of such a system,
including a patient’s blood pressure dynamics [7] and controllable state predic-
tion [6] to discover the best triggering rules to reduce redundant information
flow.

4.2 Implicit Business Processes in Company Network

A large company usually implements a multitude of BPs during its regular ac-
tivity. This includes explicit BPs defined in the standards, rule books, recom-
mendations, etc. and implicit BPs defined by best practices, common sense,
basic organization principles, etc. Within such a complex structural and func-
tional environment, single employee activity may vary significantly. A research
question raised within a project performed with GazpromNeft STC was how we
could describe and understand a complex behavior of an employee having diverse
artifacts within a ”digital trail” of his/her activity within a common business
process. The goal was to develop a DSS for HR management, taking into account
a multitude of factors (formal, functional, informal, behavioral, etc.) influenc-
ing effectiveness, skills, (self-)assessment of an employee. Could we identifying
advance under- and over-qualified persons, persons under the stress conditions,
persons to be promoted or fired, etc.

One of the original practices of the company was a self-defined description
of activities within existing BPs. Analyzing a set of 869 such semis-structured
descriptions we’ve identified an organizational structure of the company (Fig. 3a,
colors stays for different departments’ areas) as well as the closeness of basic BPs
within a company (Fig. 3b, 21 clusters of BPs were identified in the network
and interpreted with domain-specific meaning, shown in colors). At the same
time, an important reflection of information transfer and BP implementation
was the implementation of the task of filling the self-defined description. We’ve
discovered a major portion of content sharing in such documents (see Fig. 3c,3d),
which reflects the dynamic (having a timestamp for the provided documents)
and functional interaction between the employees on company scale (including
peer-to-peer sharing, providing samples, etc.). All three networks have different
topology. Also, depending on BPs, functional, and structural interconnection,
various patterns of information spreading could be discovered. E.g., Fig. 3e shows
the result of simulation of simple random iterating through the graph of text
sharing considering with or without filtering exact copying (”all” and ”deg+”
in the figure correspondingly), which can be treated as a rough estimation of
information spreading within the network. Further work in this direction will
be aimed towards the identification of information pathways according to the
objective and subjective (self-defined) BPs structure.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The presented work is currently ongoing. Within the proposed conceptual ap-
proach of multi-layered information spreading in the organization, we’ve con-
sidered several domain-specific tasks defining a way to understand emergent
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(a) Departments structure (b) BP interconnection

(c) Document sharing network

(d) Degree distribution (sharing) (e) Similarity degradation (sharing)

Fig. 3: Information processing in a complex organizational structure.
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phenomena within the information spreading networks. Having defined BPs as
a basic structure for dynamic processing of information, there still is a certain
variation in BP implementation. The selected examples include case studies in
healthcare and HR management areas.

Further research directions include three main directions. First, the proposed
concept of multi-layer information spreading with BP as a core objective will be
defined more formally and without a detailed explanation. Second, the deeper
elaboration of proposed case studies will be performed to assess the mutual infor-
mation in the system’s elements, information spreading pathways, and finally, a
way to resolve the proposed problems. Finally, seeking problems and applications
in other domains will be performed.
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